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September 28, 2011
Mr. David Cieply, General Manager
Sunshine Canyon Landfill
Republic Services, Inc.
14747 San Fernando Road
Sylmar, CA 91342-1021
Dear Mr. Cieply:
SUNSHINE CANYON CITY/COUNTY LANDFILL
ODOR PLAN OF ACTION
The Los Angeles County Solid Waste Management Committee/Integrated Waste
Management Task Force (Task Force) requests Republic Services (Republic) to provide
clarification regarding statements contained in the Sunshine Canyon Landfill Odor Plan
of Action (Plan) dated June 24, 2011. The Plan was transmitted to the South Coast Air
Quality Management District (AQMD) on June 24, 2011 (copy enclosed).
Republic submitted the Plan to AQMD due to the significant number of odor complaints
reported to AQMD since 2008 from the Granada Hills community in the vicinity of the
landfill. The Plan describes procedures that are currently employed or to be
implemented by Republic to address and manage odors at the Landfill.
In particular, the Task Force is concerned with the discussion in the Plan regarding daily
cover. Section 2.3 - Daily Cover on page 5, states:
Prior to the Order, SCL used a combination of tarps and odor neutralizer for daily
cover. Currently, as required by Los Angeles County Department of Public
Work’s (DPW’s) September 27, 2010 letter, SCL uses 9 inches of compacted soil
as daily cover. The soil is required to be left in place and not removed. This is
not standard industry practice (emphasis added). The soil cover has not
resulted in elimination of odor complaints.
The Task Force is very concerned with the statement that requiring daily soil cover be
left in place and not removed “is not standard industry practice.” The Task Force is not
aware of any landfills within the Los Angeles Region that removes daily soil cover at the
working face. Furthermore, the practice of removing the soil cover would be
inconsistent with the intent of the soil cover as described in Title 27 of the California
Code of Regulations:
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The owners or operators of all municipal solid waste landfill units shall cover
disposed solid waste with a minimum of six inches of compacted earthen
material at the end of each operating day, or at more frequent intervals if
necessary, to control vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter, and scavenging
(Chapter 3, Section 20680).
The Task Force is requesting Republic to substantiate the statement that leaving daily
soil cover in place is not standard industry practice and provide any examples of such
practices at Class III landfills within the Los Angeles Region and other urbanized
Counties in California. We request your prompt response regarding this matter as it
concerns public health and well-being.
If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Mike Mohajer of the Task Force at
(909) 592-1147 or MikeMohajer@yahoo.com.
Sincerely,

Margaret Clark, Vice-Chair
Los Angeles County Solid Waste Management Committee/
Integrated Waste management Task Force and
Council Member, City of Rosemead
LL:ts
P:\eppub\ENGPLAN\TASK FORCE\Letters\SCL Odor Plan 09‐28‐11.doc

Enc.
cc: CalRecycle (Mark Leary, Ted Rauh)
Sunshine Canyon Landfill – Local Enforcement Agency (Wayne Tsuda,
Cindy Chen)
County of Los Angeles Department of Regional Planning (Richard Bruckner,
Pat Hachiya, Maria Masis)
City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning (Michael LoGrande, Ly Lam,
Dan Scott)
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works (Pat Proano)
Sunshine Canyon Landfill Community Advisory Committee (Becky Bendikson,
Wayde Hunter)
South Coast Air Quality Management District (Mohsen Nazemi, Edwin Pupka)
Members of the Los Angeles County Solid Waste Management Committee/
Integrated Waste Management Task Force and Facility & Plan Review
Subcommittee
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1.0

Introduction

Sunshine Canyon Landfill (SCL) is a municipal solid waste landfill with 363 acres of permitted fill and a
maximum permitted daily tonnage intake rate of 12,100 tons per day. The facility is owned and operated by
Browning Ferris Industries of California, Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Republic Services Inc.
This Odor Plan of Action (OPA) has been prepared to document the processes that either are currently in
place, or are proposed to be implemented at SCL. It has been prepared to respond to the South Coast Air
Quality Management District’s (SCAQMD) request for an odor management plan for the site. A preliminary
version of this document was submitted to SCAQMD on March 31, 2011. A revision dated May 3, 2011
incorporated minor changes made in response to SCAQMD comments and SCL internal review. SCAQMD’s
written comments (April 15, 2011, Mr. Nicholas Sanchez, SCAQMD to Mr. Bob Nicksin, O’Melveny and
Myers, LLP) were also addressed in an April 25, 2011 letter (Mr. Bob Nicksin, O’Melveny and Myers LLP to
Mr. Nicholas Sanchez, SCAQMD) which is incorporated by reference. Copies of both the written SCAQMD
comments and the reply letter are provided in Attachment 5 to this plan. This final revision reflects
additional comments communicated by SCAQMD on a conference call with Republic on June 7, 2011.
Sunshine Canyon Landfill is committed to:
•

Maintaining all systems necessary to minimize odors from it’s operations

•

Monitoring odor levels on‐site during normal operations and activities;

•

Monitoring and responding to odor levels offsite;

•

Determining the general area and specific source within the landfill from which odor is generated, if
odors are detected;

•

Taking expeditious corrective actions to eliminate or minimize off‐site odors at their source;

•

Gauging the effectiveness of the corrective actions and the progress toward control of odors; and

•

Revising this document, as necessary, on a regular basis.

SCL has an existing Odor Mitigation Plan dated December 29, 2010, which was originally requested by Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works (DPW) in a letter dated September 27, 2010. For reference,
that plan is provided in Attachment 1. In the future, SCL would like to pursue consolidation of the two plans
to avoid duplicative efforts.
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SCL has modified its operations and implemented odor mitigations as required by South Coast Air Quality
Management District Order of Abatement case #3448‐13 (Order) signed April 22, 2010. A copy of the Order
and its amendments is provided in Attachment 2. Unless otherwise noted, items mandated by the Order
were implemented immediately after the Order was issued.
This OPA is divided into two distinct sections; Section 2.0 outlines the best management procedures that
facility personnel will use to prevent, monitor, and address odor issues. Section 3.0 presents a description of
the current and planned projects and activities related to the landfill gas (LFG) collection system.
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2.0

Odor Control and Management

The purpose of this section is to summarize the procedures that will be used to minimize, monitor, and
address odor issues at SCL. In general, to control odors, SCL utilizes operational controls such as proper
landfill cover, active landfill gas extraction and numerous odor mitigation measures. Landfill gas issues are
discussed in Section 3.0 of this document.
In addition to the gas system, odor management practices currently implemented or planned for the near
term include the following:
•

Odorous load management

•

Vegetative bands

•

Use of soil cover

•

Working face size(s) minimization

•

Transfer truck restrictions

•

Odor suppressions systems

•

Odor monitoring

•

Odor hotline and complaint response

•

Community and agency outreach

Note that not every practice will apply or be feasible to implement at all times. In addition, as provided for
in the Order, the effectiveness of numerous odor mitigations is being studied as part of the Order, and they
may be changed in the future.

2.1

Odoriferous Load Management

The municipal solid waste stream is comprised of waste from all sectors of society. People often categorize
waste by its source or its characteristics. Regardless of how the type of solid waste is received at the landfill
facility, a management decision must be made on how to effectively handle that waste and reject/accept it
for disposal. SCL manages odorous waste materials in order to ensure that all that can be done to minimize
odors is accomplished.
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SCL uses a special process to prescreen non‐traditional solid waste loads. This is referred to internally as the
Special Waste Screening Process, though it should be noted that SCL does not accept waste that meets the
regulatory definition of “special waste.” Salespersons work with site staff and customers to obtain
necessary data and characteristics on the wastes, prior to the wastes being accepted. Odor is one issue that
is addressed in the Special Waste Screening Process.
All waste received at SCL is visible to both scalehouse operators (via overhead cameras) and working face
operators, so that any unusually odorous loads can be noted and followed up on. Scalehouse operators are
staff who work in the scale building. They oversee the weighing, payment, and recordkeeping for each
arriving customer. Working face operations personnel include those who continually push and compact
trash with heavy equipment, and spotters who direct truck traffic both near the scales and at the working
face.
SCL has a policy of not accepting odoriferous loads if such loads would negatively impact offsite neighbors.
Odoriferous loads can be noted at two points, and in two different ways. First, loads characteristically
known as odorous, such as spoiled food waste, can be identified by the scalehouse personnel based on the
customer and trucking company. Second, loads can be noted based on the field observations of spotters at
the working face. In the second case, spotters and operations personnel will work with scalehouse
personnel to identify the source of an odoriferous load, and if necessary, the waste generator will be
contacted to either mitigate for odors in future loads, if possible, or to at least prepare for immediate burial
of future loads. Both scalehouse personnel and operators will be trained in this procedure, and also will be
trained as to likely types of odoriferous loads.
All odoriferous loads are currently immediately buried at the working face. If an odoriferous load is
delivered, it is immediately covered with a thick layer of MSW. If odors are still noted from the load through
the MSW, it will be further buried with soil. Based on past experience, soil cover is not normally needed to
contain the odors. At the present time, the only unusually odoriferous loads received at SCL consist of
treated medical waste from Stericycle, but these handling practices would apply to any future type of waste
that was odoriferous.
Odors in transfer trucks and direct haul loads are minimized through Republic’s Special Waste procedures.
Unusual wastes, such as off‐spec food products, are subject to additional testing and screening to determine
if the waste can be safely accepted at the landfill. If there are any criteria that make the waste
unacceptable, including adverse odors that cannot be mitigated for, the waste will not be allowed.
In some instances, it may be necessary for the generator to treat these waste materials to minimize or mask
their odors prior to delivery, or require that specialty transportation equipment (i.e., closed containers, etc.)
and handling techniques be utilized to minimize the impact these waste materials may have on the
operations. Recently, as part of the Neutralizer at Transfer Station study required by the SCAQMD’s Order
June 24, 2011
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for Abatement, the effectiveness of odor neutralizers on Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) was studied. A
report on that study was submitted to SCAQMD in May 2011.
In the event that treatment at the source, special handling at the site, or any odor control system that may
be in‐place proves to be ineffective, a given waste stream may be restricted (i.e., tons per day, delivery
times, etc.) or ultimately rejected.

2.2

Vegetative Bands

SCL has long maintained vegetated areas on its property located between the active landfill and the
neighborhood. The site has, per land use permit requirements, installed and maintained over 1000 oak
trees onsite in a buffer envisioned to reduce particulate matter. In addition, the site planted and maintained
over 10,000 mitigation oak and big cone fir trees in groves surrounding the landfill.
As part of the public hearings for the Order, it was proposed that the loss of vegetation adjacent to the
landfill in regional wildfires may have contributed to odor transmissivity . Under Order Condition #9, SCL
prepared a plan to replant wildfire damaged areas between the landfill and the neighborhood. Planting
work was complete by January 2011 and the site has committed to monitoring and maintaining the
plantings for a 3 year period. All work was per the SCAQMD‐approved vegetation plan, which is included in
Attachment 5.

2.3

Daily Cover

Prior to the Order, SCL used a combination of tarps and odor neutralizer for daily cover. Currently, as
required by Los Angeles County Department of Public Work’s (DPW’s) September 27, 2010 letter, SCL uses 9
inches of compacted soil as daily cover. The soil is required to be left in place and not removed. This is not
standard industry practice. The soil cover has not resulted in elimination of odor complaints.
Surveys conducted to fulfill the requirements of the Order indicated that landfills in a similar climate to SCL
have used a variety of covers, including tarps and thin film. SCL permits allow other daily cover options.
Prior to September 2010, SCL used tarps and neutralizers to cover the advancing side of the working face on
a daily basis. Areas of the working face that would not receive more trash within 24 hours were covered
with compacted soil. The Order originally stipulated testing the effectiveness of a variety of daily cover
options to see which was most effective at odor suppression. Because of the DPW directive, the Order has
been modified to remove the requirement to investigate a variety of covers, though SCL is hoping to study
them as a supplement to the Working Face Study required by the Order. Ultimately SCL would like to return
to past daily cover practices or a comparable alternative if it is not found to be contributing to odor issues.
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2.4

Working Face Size Restrictions

Prior to the Order, the working face varied in size depending on traffic volume. At peak traffic the size the
working face could be approximately 100 by 150 feet or larger.
SCL currently adheres to Order Condition # 1.c., whereby the working face is restricted to 30,000 square feet
or less from 6 am to 10 am on all Monday mornings and any other mornings when adverse winds (as defined
in the Order) occur. Working face size is a variable to be further tested in the Working Face Study, to
determine how this affects odor. Ultimately SCL would like to return to past working face operational
practices if it is not found to be contributing to odor issues.

2.5

Transfer Truck and Vehicle Restrictions

Prior to the Order, SCL did not restrict traffic flow during any segments of the day, other than adhering to
the operating hour limits specified in site permits.
Currently, Order Conditions # 1.a and b prohibit the receipt of trash from transfer stations under the control
of Republic during the hours of 6am to 9 am on Mondays and any days when adverse winds are measured.
In addition, Order Condition #1.d. requires that neutralizer be applied to transfer trucks under the control of
Republic if those trucks departed the transfer stations during adverse wind with the intent to deposit a load
at SCL.
Order Condition #5a prohibits the queuing of any waste vehicles on landfill property prior to 6 am. SCL is
fully compliant with the above conditions. Ultimately SCL would like to return to past unrestricted traffic
patterns if it is not found to be contributing to odor issues.

2.6

Odor Suppression Systems

Prior to the Order, the site did not use odor neutralizing agents except for as part of the daily cover
operation. As a result of the Order, SCL now utilizes various methods of applying odor neutralizing
chemicals when adverse odors are present and also under certain mandated conditions.
Under Order Condition # 5, water containing odor neutralizers is applied to the main haul road and all access
roads every two hours except during measurable precipitation.
SCL adheres to Order Condition # 2 which stipulates a working face perimeter misting system and a separate
DustBoss (or equivalent) portable mister, both of which dispense odor neutralizer at the working face.
These are operated continuously from 6 am to 10 am on Mondays and any mornings when adverse winds
occur.
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Order Condition #3 required that a ridge‐top landfill perimeter neutralizer misting system be installed and
operated continuously on Mondays and on other days during adverse winds. In response to neighborhood
concerns about the mist, the Order was modified to remove this mandate. The perimeter misters are now
operated on an as‐needed basis if operations personnel feel they are necessary to supplement other odor
control measures. As of February 1, 2011 they have been operated with water mist only and no neutralizer
chemical has been added.
The effectiveness of the DustBoss and Working Face Perimeter Misters will be evaluated as part of the
Working Face Study being conducted for the Order during 2011. Ultimately, SCL would like to remove
mandates for the use of odor neutralizers if they are not found to be helpful in reducing odors.

2.7

Odor Monitoring and Complaint Response

All personnel and subcontractors involved in odor monitoring and response will be trained prior to
beginning work.
They will also be tested for odor sensitivity using an odor pen test kit
(http://www.nasalranger.com/Operations/TP%202000%2006086V2.2.pdf) and any individuals scoring below
the lower 5th percentile on a bell curve for odor detection sensitivity will not be allowed to serve as odor
monitors.
2.7.1

Offsite Patrols

In 2010, SCL staff began conducting a patrol of the adjacent neighborhood every morning to document if
and when odors were occurring. Order condition #10(d) stipulated that the patrols be done continuously
between 7 am and 9 am Monday through Friday and whenever the facility received a complaint from any
source during normal working hours.
In November 2010, odor patrols were modified to address additional items requested by DPW. Trained
subcontractors began conducting four one‐hour long patrols from 6 am to 10 am on Monday through
Saturday in the Granada Hills residential area indicated in Attachment 3. On Monday, April 18, 2011, SCL
expanded the odor patrols to add the hours of 6 pm to 10 pm on Monday through Saturday. Coupled with
the existing morning patrols and the staff available to respond during normal working hours, this has
extended the odor monitoring significantly.
Odor patrol crews target the odor monitoring points shown on the bullet point list in Attachment 3, as well
as respond to odor complaints received via SCL’s hotline (see Section 2.7.2.) They also follow up on odors
they detect in a certain area by traveling out in an approximately one block radius, looking for local odor
sources and/or trying to determine where the odor stops. This will continue until they can determine where
an odor is coming from or they reach a point where it is no longer present.
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The odor patrol team uses logsheets to record observations and aid in followup. Key items being noted
include location, time, and potential odor sources (both landfill and non‐landfill). Though SCL has access to
wind speed and direction data on the landfill property, beginning in January 2011 the odor patrol team
began using a handheld weather monitor to record wind at the observation sites as well. SCAQMD provided
an odor descriptor “wheel” and an odor intensity numerical scale to be used by the patrol staff. This
information, along with the current SCL Offsite Odor Patrol Logsheet, is found in Attachment 4. Note that
odor patrol routes and data collection formats may vary as SCL determines which information is useful and
which is unnecessary.
When offsite odors are noted or complaints are received, SCL staff determines if wind conditions are
indicative of the landfill being a potential cause. If the landfill could be a potential cause, SCL staff review
site operations to see if any contributing factors can be identified such as odorous loads, gas well work
involving exposed trash, leachate or condensate treatment system problems etc. To date, no pattern of
contributing factors has been identified from this process.
2.7.2

Odor Complaints and Investigations

In addition to odor patrol data, information on adverse odors may be gathered from odor complaints that
are received in a number of ways, primarily:
•

A hotline that residents may call. This number may be called 24 hours a day and generates
automatic emails to key site staff. The hotline number for the landfill is (800) 926‐0607

•

Calls directly to the site staff by residents or agency inspectors or

•

Calls to the SCAQMD hotline (1‐800‐Cut‐Smog.) SCAQMD makes anonymous versions of this
information available to SCL after it is processed in‐house. SCAQMD has agreed to provide this
information by the 10th day after the end of each month.

•

Feedback from SCAQMD’s inspector. SCAQMD’s inspector for SCL has made a practice of calling the
site hotline whenever multiple complaints are received. Generally this occurs within hours of
complaints being received. On some occasions, complaints are grouped and a time range is listed in
the message to the hotline.

SCL believes that its odor investigation and community response goals could be better achieved if SCL were
given more immediate access to the identity, phone numbers, and addresses of individuals lodging odor
complaints with the District. See the letter from Mr. Bob Nicksin, O’Melveny and Myers LLP to Mr. Nicholas
Sanchez, SCAQMD, dated April 25, 2011. A copy of the letter is included in Attachment 6 to this plan. SCL
has committed (Attachment 5) to communicating the findings of its odor patrols and complaint
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investigations. These investigations will be more beneficial if the site can respond promptly to exact areas
of complaints in a timely manner.
As explained in its separate response to SCAQMD (Attachment 5), SCL will ensure that a management staff
person is assigned to address odor issues, respond to complaints, and ensure corrective actions, if any are
needed, are taken and documented. This responsibility will shift amongst several positions depending on
time of day and day of week, since no staff person can legally be mandated to work 24 hours per day, 7 days
a week. Due to the hazardous terrain, unlit and unpaved roads, and permit restrictions on equipment
operations, it should be noted that all but catastrophic investigations and repairs will occur only during
normal operating hours.
SCL maintains logs of complaints it receives directly. Whenever possible, the following information will be
gathered either from the initial call data or followup actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complainant ‐ name
Complainant ‐ address
Complainant – location of complainant
Complainant – date of complaint
Complainant – time of day of complaint
Complainant – weather conditions (at the time of the complaint)
Complainant – wind direction and speed (at the time of the complaint)
Duration of odor
Characteristic of odor (what did it smell like, per SCAQMD odor wheel in Attachment 4)
Intensity of odor (per SCAQMD intensity scale in Attachment 4)
Characteristic of wind (steady, variable, swirling)
Any other general observations

Odor Complaint Tracking Forms have been developed by the landfill and are provided in Attachment 4.
These forms, or similar documentation, will be utilized to record information and analyze potential odor
issues. Note that in some cases, all information may not be available if a complainant wishes to remain
anonymous.
At minimum, In the case of all complaint episodes, SCL staff will document wind conditions at the landfill
and, if possible, in the area of the complaint in order to better ascertain if the landfill was the likely source of
the odor.
Once an odor complaint is received, an odor survey will commence as soon as possible during operating
hours. Complaints received after business hours will be investigated the next business day unless the
complaint warrants a more immediate response. The odor complaint will be recorded on the Odor
June 24, 2011
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Complaint Tracking Form found in Attachment 4 and maintained for three years. If a landfill odor is
confirmed, the surveyor shall investigate the probable source(s) of the odor.
SCL shall investigate to determine what, if any, landfill conditions are causing or significantly contributing to
the odor. SCL will determine what type of odor control corrective action(s) are needed to take place and to
initiate and expeditiously complete the corrective actions. If a disruption of an environmental control system
(gas, leachate, condensate) is found, the site will document this not only on the Odor Complaint Tracking
Form but also complete a Special Occurrence Logsheet and make the appropriate agency notifications.
SCAQMD will be copied on monthly reports to the site Local Enforcement Agency (LEA) which contain the
Special Occurrence Logsheets. If the source of the odor is determined not to be from the landfill, this
information will also be logged and communicated to all involved parties.
SCL will provide, by the 15th of each month, a summary of odors events attributed to the landfill, the number
of odor detections in the neighborhood attributed to each event, and details on any operational changes
implemented as a result of that event. The events being summarized will include SCL’s odor patrol findings
(Section 2.7.1) and complaint investigations (Section 2.7.2) and will also include details on complaint calls to
SCL and SCAQMD that SCL is aware of by the date of the report.
Several studies being done for the Order will also help evaluate potential operational contributions to offsite
odor nuisance. The Working Face Study will include analysis of operations on days of odor complaints
during the 2008‐2010 time periods. The Study will also include upwind and downwind measurements of
odors to judge the effectiveness of working face treatments such as, but not limited to, dust bosses, working
face perimeter misters, and varying the size of the working face.
The Meteorlogic Study will include analysis of wind pattern and the potential flow patterns of odors leaving
the site. This will allow decisions to be made as to likely sources of historical odor complaints.
It is expected once these studies are complete, a more thorough picture of the operational contributors to
odors will emerge. Effective and non‐effective mitigations should also be able to be delineated.

2.8

Community and Agency Outreach

SCL communicates operational issues with the nearby community in a multitude of ways. The site publishes
a quarterly newsletter and is represented at monthly neighborhood council meetings and bimonthly
community advisory committee meetings. In addition, the site maintains a website which includes the most
recent newsletter and contact information.
In order to further enhance the working relationship between SCL, the community, and the regulatory
agencies SCL will also:
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•

Notify the local community and appropriate state and local regulatory authorities in advance when
planned work may generate odors.

•

Respond to complaints via phone or by personal visit, and investigate and document each complaint
thoroughly.

•

Avoid adversarial relationships.

•

Establish a single point of contact and/or center of responsibility for dealing with odor complaints.

•

Establish and implement a formal odor complaint management program and complaint response
system.

•

Maintain a proactive program and schedule to address odor issues. Activities under this program
include:
o

Continue to develop relationships with local authorities, complainants, and community
leaders to create a reliable response system to complaints.

o

Enlist neighbors to help identify and report issues about odor directly to the site.

o

As necessary, enlist the help of qualified consultants and vendors who can assist odor
control efforts.

o

Document efforts to mitigate identified issues.

o

Document operational activities performed at the time the odor occurred. (E.g., gas system
work, receipt of mulch, etc.).

o

Inform the community about progress or changes meant to improve the odor issue.

The conceptual goals listed above will guide future work of SCL in the area of odor response. Other than the
County DPW Odor Mitigation Plan (Attachment 1), no other written plans or policies exist at this time. If
other documents or plans are developed related to odor management, they will be shared with SCAQMD
and interested parties. For simplicity SCL would like to maintain one odor guidance document, such as this
OPA.
If any community outreach events are scheduled by Republic to provide information on odor issues,
SCAQMD will be given 7 days advance notice in case they would like to participate or attend.
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3.0

Landfill Gas Projects and Activities

Because insufficiently controlled landfill gas can contribute to odors, this section is provided to summarize
both projects and ongoing activities related to the landfill gas (LFG) system at SCL.
The LFG system at SCL is subject to multiple levels of regulation. The site is covered by a Title V air permit,
the New Source Performance Standards for Gas Collection and Control Systems (NSPS/GCCS), and the
Federal Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards.
Site compliance activities,
recordkeeping, agency notifications, and reports related to those programs remain unchanged by this OPA.

3.1

LFG System Construction Projects

At the present time, SCL has a multi‐year contract with a 3rd party construction contractor for installation
and repair of landfill gas collection systems. As landfill cells are developed, the LFG system is expanded in
accordance with NSPS requirements. Activities may include addition of new wells and collection lines along
with efficiency improvements in existing landfill areas. Schedules for gas system projects will be
communicated to regulatory agencies and the public as they are developed.

3.2

LFG Collection System Routine Activities

3.2.1

LFG Well Field Operation and Maintenance

Beginning March 21, 2011, LFG collection system balancing and tuning is being performed weekly at SCL. A
Landtec GEM‐2000 landfill gas instrument (or equivalent) is used to monitor each wellhead/control point.
Prior to each monitoring event, the GEM 2000 is calibrated to factory standards. The LFG concentrations of
methane, oxygen, carbon dioxide, balance gas, static pressure and temperature are recorded for each
wellhead/control point. The LFG extraction wells are checked and adjusted to ensure the LFG wells are
operating within the parameters established by NSPS guidelines. Corrective actions are performed within 5
days on any well found to be operating outside NSPS guidelines; however, standard practice for the landfill
will be for corrective actions to be implemented on the same day as the balancing/tuning if feasible. Any
well that continues to operate outside NSPS guidelines will be monitored again within 15 days.
Vacuum and gas quality will be monitored at the blower/enclosed flare station before and after each
balancing/tuning event. Any deviation to the vacuum set points or gas concentrations will be noted and
discussed with well field personnel. Each wellhead/control point will be inspected for proper operation of
the flex hose, sample ports, flanges and other wellhead appurtenances monthly while completing the well
field monitoring/tuning. During this inspection, LFG well integrity, including any settlement or leaks, will be
noted. All maintenance items identified will be communicated to well field personnel.
June 24, 2011
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Well and surrounding area inspections will be conducted during well field tuning events. Each well casing
and any cap penetrations and surrounding areas will be inspected for settlement or signs of damage and
routine repairs will be made immediately. Repairs that cannot be made immediately will be reported to site
personnel and scheduled as soon as possible.
Results of each month’s work will be compiled and made available to site management by the 15th of each
month.
Site management will review the information within two business days of receipt.
Recommendations for LFG system improvements will be based on the data and information gathered.
Monthly information will include but are not limited to the following:
•

A summary of the overall operation of the LFG collection system including flows, qualities and
general observations;

•

A list of service dates and description of work performed;

•

The well field monitoring/tuning results for the current month including the gas qualities, pressures,
temperatures flows and comments;

•

Any liquid level data collected;

•

A list of all wells currently out of compliance with the NSPS guideline and details on the resolution of
previously non‐compliant wells, if any

•

Calibration logs; and

•

Blower/flare station inspection results.

Necessary preventative maintenance tasks and minor repairs on the LFG collection system, including sample
port replacement, flex hose replacement and general wellhead maintenance will be performed during
routine well field monitoring/tuning. Major repairs will be scheduled as needed per Sections 3.3 and 3.4
below. A summary of the work performed pursuant to this section will be provided to SCAQMD on a
quarterly basis.
3.2.2

LFG Flare Station Operation and Maintenance

SCL has three blower/flare stations, each consisting of a similar layout:
•

One, 50‐foot tall, 13‐foot diameter McGill flare model EGF‐125 equipped with a multi‐jet burner,
propane gas pilot, electric igniter, UV flame sensor, automatic shutdown and alarm system,
automatic combustion air regulating system and temperature controller;
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•

Condensate knock‐out drums with mist eliminator;

•

Condensate pumps, 1 horsepower (Hp), 3 gallons per minutes (gpm), serving condensate knockout
drums and particulate filters;

•

Two 45 Hp blowers per flare, Lampson Model 362‐6D, and one blower for standby

SCL’s blowers and flare stations will be operated, inspected and maintained in accordance with Republic
Service’s Landfill Gas Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)(May 2009). The SOP provides for regular
inspections and maintenance of GCCS components to maintain the consistent and reliable operation of the
system.
The data collected will be included in the monthly information presented to site management. Necessary
preventative maintenance tasks and minor repairs on the blower flare station will be performed to maintain
safe operation. Major repairs will be scheduled as needed per Sections 3.3 and 3.4 below.
3.2.3

Condensate Sump Operations and Maintenance

Maintenance and monitoring of condensate sumps will be performed quarterly. Required maintenance and
monitoring includes: verifying proper operation, recording vacuum at sump, recording depth to water and
total depths at sump locations, inspecting all discharge and air supply lines, exercising associated valves,
repairing or replacing condensate sump components and pulling, cleaning and calibrating condensate
pumps. Information on condensate sump activities will be compiled monthly.
3.2.4

Perimeter Probe Monitoring

Monthly gas monitoring of all perimeter probes has been on‐going and will continue to be performed
monthly at all the perimeter gas probe locations at SCL in accordance with the site’s SCAQMD approved Rule
1150.1 Monitoring Plan, which is available upon request. The date and time, initial and sustained percent
LEL, initial and sustained percentage of gas (as measured by percent methane), pressure within the probe
and depth to water will be recorded at each permanent probe location. A Landtec GEM‐2000 landfill gas
instrument (or equivalent) is used to record pressures as well as percentages of the LEL and explosive gas in
the probes. The Landtec GEM 2000 will be calibrated prior to use. Depth to water will be measured with a
Solinist, or equivalent, meter.
Weather conditions will be provided for the day the monitoring occurred, including the sky conditions,
precipitation, wind direction and speed, soil conditions, barometric pressures, air temperature and relative
humidity.
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In conjunction with the probe monitoring, a probe integrity inspection will be performed and a condition
report of each probe will be provided. Perimeter probe information will be compiled monthly. The data is
also reflected in quarterly reports to SCAQMD.
Preventative maintenance tasks and minor repairs will be performed as necessary to damaged probes.
Major repairs will be scheduled promptly as described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 below.
3.2.5

Surface Emission Monitoring

Surface emission monitoring (SEM) has been on‐going and will continue to be performed in compliance with
the requirements of the site’s SCAQMD‐approved Rule 1150.1 Monitoring Plan, which is available upon
request.
This monitoring is conducted quarterly. A field technician monitors a traverse pattern using a calibrated
organic vapor analyzer (or equivalent per EPA Method 21 requirements) fitted with a wand. The end of the
wand will be held within 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 inches) of the landfill surface while monitoring. Areas of
distressed vegetation, fissures, LFG extraction wells and other areas with potential for surface emissions
greater than 500 ppm are monitored and reported immediately to site management. Areas shown on the
traverse plan, but not monitored due to hazardous conditions, are delineated on a site map along with a
brief explanation (e.g. heavy vegetation, active filling, steep and slippery slopes).
Monitoring will be performed during “typical site weather conditions” in accordance with NSPS regulation.
Ambient air temperature, barometric pressure, and approximate wind speed and direction will be recorded
on monitoring / calibration sheets.
Recording of Field Data: At a minimum, the following data will be obtained in the field and reported on the
field logs. (1.) Calibration of Field Instrumentation: Technician, date, time, calibration gases and
concentrations, and equipment/instrumentation identification (e.g. serial number). (2.) Background:
Background concentrations of methane gas will be determined by sampling upwind and downwind outside
the boundary of the landfill at a distance of at least 100 feet from the landfill perimeter. (3.) Weather Data:
General weather conditions will be noted as well as ambient air temperature, barometric pressure,
approximate wind speed and direction. Specific weather data will be collected from an on site weather
station or from www.wunderground.com, or similar source. (4.) Surface Emission Monitoring Results:
Measurements will be obtained continuously as the monitoring event is performed. Any location where an
emission level greater than 500 ppm above background is detected is an exceedance location. Any such
location will be field flagged and documented on the site plan that includes the traverse pattern. (5.)
Exceedances: Exceedance locations will be marked in the field by installing a flag at the location.
Additionally, the exceedance location will be documented on the Surface Monitoring Log where each
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exceedance will be assigned a location designation. At the end of each monitoring day, well field technicians
will be provided with results from each exceedance location.
First Re‐monitoring: Within 10‐days of an original exceedance, a well field technician will re‐ monitor each
location where surface emissions greater than 500 ppm above background were detected. The well field
technicians will maintain close contact with site management so that mitigation measures can be swiftly
implemented. Well field technicians will provide suggestions for mitigation measures based on their
monitoring and visual observations and past site specific experience. Typically, common suggestions that
can be provided by technicians consist of where to add or re‐compact cover material, repair fissures, or
make adjustments (increase vacuum, if within operational goals) in nearby gas collection wells.
Second Re‐monitoring: Well field technicians will re‐monitor each location a second time where the
emissions exceed 500 ppm of methane on the first re‐monitoring event within 10 days of the first re‐
monitoring. Site management will be provided with results for each re‐monitored location.
30 Days from Initial Re‐monitoring: All exceedance locations that were found to be in compliance during the
first or second re‐monitoring event will be re‐monitored within 30 days from the initial exceedance. The
data collected will be included in quarterly reports and provided to site management and SCAQMD.

3.3

LFG Collection NonRoutine Activities

Non‐routine activities include, but are not limited to, special work tasks which are aimed at improving
collection system performance, minimizing odor potential and increasing the quantity and quality of LFG
delivered to the existing blower/flare station facilities. These work tasks will be developed upon the
recommendations and discussions between well field technicians, the technician project manager and site
management. This work will be reviewed and prioritized such that high priority tasks are addressed in a
timely manner.
Non‐routine scheduled activities consist mainly of major corrective repair or maintenance work identified
during routine monitoring and inspections. This work may include, but is not limited to, the following;
•

Raising LFG wells;

•

Repair of broken or leaking piping;

•

Repair of condensate sumps; and

•

Replacement of extraction wells or monitoring probes and any repair of flare station components.

This work is essential to achieving the LFG system operational goals; however, it is considered work that can
be scheduled to allow for efficient procurement of materials, equipment rental, and scheduling of additional
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personnel that may be required. This work also includes any special assignments that may be required for
the efficient operation of the site/system. These assignments could include such tasks as: engineering,
system design, studies, plans/drawings and various services related to LFG recovery.

3.4

LFG Collection Rapid Response Activities

Non‐routine rapid response activities consist of addressing issues that require immediate response and
restoration of system operation. These include, but are not limited to:
•

Response to blower failure;

•

Response to flame failures;

•

Response to alarm conditions and alarm failures;

•

Response to flare exhaust temperature sensors or controller failure;

•

Odor complaints; and,

•

Repair of main gas pipe breaks that disrupt gas flow.

The urgent nature of these items is such that response to them cannot be scheduled in advance.
Accordingly, a response to these conditions, as needed, will be on an event‐by‐event basis, seven (7) days
per week. These activities are limited in nature by the assumption that the corrective actions required
(labor, equipment, materials) to restore the system to operation are relatively minor in scope. If it is
determined the actions required are major in scope, only the work required at that time to ensure no safety
hazard exists will be performed. All repairs will be implemented as soon as practicable given necessary
engineering, procurement, and permitting requirements. Per requirements transmitted in a March 23, 2011
letter from Nicholas Sanchez (SCAQMD) to Bob Nicksin (O’Melveny & Myers LLP, for Republic Services,) any
breakdowns of SCL’s gas collection or leachate collection system will be reported to SCAQMD within 24
hours.
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